Possible Areas of Study for PJS Majors

The College of St. Scholastica already offers an impressive array of courses related to Peace and Justice Studies. These courses are designated PJS elective courses. From among them, students are able to create various areas of study (informal concentrations), as the following examples illustrate. Different course selections and configurations are possible. Courses beyond the core are to be chosen in consultation with the PJS coordinator and the student’s advisor. (The five required core courses are listed only in the first example below.)

**Social Justice: Women and Justice**
PJS 2101 Introduction to Peace and Justice Studies
PJS 3101 Theologies of Peace and Justice
PJS/GCL 3301 Human Rights
HIS 3321 Women in US History II
HIS/WGS 3350 Feminism and Globalization
PHL 3360 Philosophies of Feminism
TRS/WGS 2243 Women and Religion
PSY 3340 Psychology of Gender
PJS 4555 Peace and Justice Studies Practicum/Internship
PJS 4400 Capstone Seminar in Peace and Justice Studies

**Social Justice: Poverty**
GCL/POL 3001 Politics of Globalization
SOC 3433 Social Issues and Social Change
SWK 3360 American Social Welfare Policy [or]
HIS 3327 U.S. Economic History
HECUA 4888 Inequality in America (semester program, 8 crs.)

**Social Justice: Diversity and Marginality**
SOC 1125 General Sociology [or]
SOC 3433 Social Issues and Social Change
HIS/WGS 2231 Cultural Anthropology
HIS/WGS 3325 African American History II
GCL 4411 Strangers in Their Own Land
SWK 3390 Understanding Immigration/Refugee Issues

**Social Justice: Environmental Sustainability**
BIO 1103 Current Environmental Topics
GCL 3250 Voices of the Earth: Ecology and Indigenous Philosophy
GCL/POL 4402 Environmental Politics
HECUA 4888 Environmental Sustainability (semester program, 8 crs.)

**Social Justice: Health Care**
GCL 3401 Healthcare Across Cultures
ECN 3335 Contemporary Healthcare Economic Systems
HSC/GER 2202 U.S. Healthcare System
HSC 3101 Health for All: A Global Perspective
HSC/TRS 3311 Religious Perspectives on Healthcare Ethics
Social Justice: Theory of Justice
PHL 2205 Philosophy of Person
PHL 2223 Political Philosophy
TRS 4420 A History of Justice and Mercy
WDC 4888 Justice and Law (Washington Semester seminar, 8 crs.)

Social Justice: Religion and Justice
HIS 3355 Islam and the Modern World
POL 2280 Rethinking Religion and Culture after 9/11
HIS/TRS 2320 Religion and Politics
TRS 2601 Religions of the World
TRS 4420 A History of Justice and Mercy

Social Justice: Community Activism and Social Change
SOC 3433 Social Issues and Social Change
PSY/SOC 3327 Social Psychology
HON 1101 Literature of Social Change
WDC 4888 Transforming Communities (Washington Semester seminar, 8 crs.)

Global Peace and Justice: International Conflict Resolution
HIS 3214 The World since 1945
HIS 3310 U.S. Foreign Relations
POL 2280 Rethinking Religion and Culture after 9/11
WDC 4888 Peace and Conflict Resolution (Washington Semester seminar, 8 crs.)

Global Peace and Justice: U.S. Foreign Policy
GCL 2201 Peaceful Resolution of International Conflicts
HIS 3214 The World since 1945
GCL/POL 3001 Politics of Globalization
WDC 4888 US Foreign Policy (Washington Semester seminar, 8 crs.)

Global Peace and Justice: Islam
GCL 2201 Peaceful Resolution of International Conflicts
HIS 3355 Islam and the Modern World
HON 4600 Global Issues After 9/11
WDC 4888 Islam and World Affairs (Washington Semester seminar, 8 crs.)

Global Peace and Justice: India and Bangladesh
GCL 2201 Peaceful Resolution of International Conflicts
HIS 3214 The World since 1945
GCL/POL 3001 Politics of Globalization
HIS 3356 History of Modern India
HECUA 4888 Development and Community in Bangladesh (J-term, 4 crs.)

Global Peace and Justice: Latin America (Ecuador)
GCL 2201 Peaceful Resolution of International Conflicts
GCL/HIS 3307 Modern Latin American History
GCL/SPN 3303 The Other Americas
HECUA 4888 Ecuador (semester program, 8 crs.)
Global Peace and Justice: Russia
GCL 2201 Peaceful Resolution of International Conflicts
HIS 3214 The World since 1945
HIS 3300 Russia: Kievian Beginnings to 1917
HIS 3301/GCL 3304 Russia since 1900
RUS/ENG/HON 2280 Russian Literature in Translation